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The theoretical control properties and dynamic responses under closed-loop operation of thermally coupled
distillation sequences for the separation of five-component mixtures of hydrocarbons were compared to those
of conventional distillation sequences. Seven thermally coupled arrangements were investigated: five thermally
coupled distillation sequences with three recycles and two thermally coupled distillation schemes with two
recycles. The preliminary steady-state design of complex schemes was obtained by starting from a conventional
distillation sequences and then optimizing for minimum energy consumption [Calzon-McConville, C. J.;
Rosales-Zamora, M. B.; Segovia-Hernández, J. G.; Hernández, S.; Rico-Ramı́rez, V. Design and Optimization
of Thermally Coupled Distillation Schemes for the Separation of Multicomponent Mixtures.Ind. Eng. Chem.
Res.2006,45, 724]. The control properties of the sequences considered were obtained by using the singular
value decomposition technique at zero frequency. It was found that, in general, the coupled schemes present
theoretical control properties similar to or better than those of conventional distillation sequences. This result
was corroborated by using rigorous closed-loop dynamic simulations. As a result, one can conclude that the
energy savings predicted for thermally coupled distillation sequences are achieved without introducing additional
control problems if we assume constant pressure drops in columns.

1. Introduction

Effective screening of separation systems constitutes a critical
stage, as engineers need to review and understand tradeoffs
ahead of detailed modeling and simulation. In separations, it is
often desired to explore the use of complex rather than simple
columns, because the complex units reduce mixing losses, use
available vapor and liquid more effectively, and improve the
separation efficiency.1,2 Among all possible complex schemes
for a multicomponent distillation process, thermally coupled
distillation sequences are very promising for both energy and
capital cost savings. Much detailed work has contributed to some
specific ternary configurations aiming at performance analysis.3-9

In these studies, it has reported that the thermally coupled
configurations are capable of achieving energy savings of up
to 30% in contrast to the conventional direct and indirect
distillation sequences for the separation of feeds with low or
high content of the intermediate component, and that the energy
savings depends on the amount of the intermediate component.
Also, the thermally coupled distillation sequences for the
separation of ternary mixtures, over a wide range of relative
volatilities and feed compositions, have been reported to provide
a better thermodynamic efficiency than the conventional distil-
lation configurations.10 For mixtures with four or more com-
ponents, the combinatorial problem makes it even more difficult
to construct all possible schemes. There are a few works on
extensions toward the design of integrated systems for mixtures
of more than three components.11-13Recently, Rong et al.14-16

have parametrically studied some thermally coupled distillation
sequences for five-component mixtures from the viewpoint of
economic evaluation and optimal synthesis of the multicom-
ponent thermally coupled distillation flow sheets. In general,
the economic potential of thermally coupled sequences has
already been recognized, but their control properties have not

been studied to the same degree. Recent efforts have contributed
to the understanding of the dynamic properties of integrated
schemes for the separation of ternary and quaternary mixtures.17-23

Alatiqi and Luyben24 compared quantitatively the dynamic
responses of the conventional direct distillation sequence and
the thermally coupled distillation with a side stripper, and they
found the unexpected result that the integrated distillation
sequence presented better dynamic responses than those of the
uncoupled distillation sequence. They reported that the coupling
nature and recycle stream present in the thermally coupled
distillation with a side stripper contributed positively to
disturbance attenuation. Kaibel25 reported that the control of
the fully thermally coupled distillation sequence corresponds
to that of a conventional distillation column with a side product.
This result has gained importance, since thermally coupled
distillation columns have successfully been implemented and
operated in industrial practice.26,27

Jiménez et al.28 presented a controllability analysis of seven
distillation schemes, and they found that the thermally coupled
distillation sequences presented better theoretical control proper-
ties than those of the conventional distillation sequences. The
result was corroborated through the use of dynamic simulations
under closed-loop operation.

In the case of quaternary separations some results have been
reported; for example, Cárdenas et al.23 found that the theoretical
control properties of a fully thermally coupled distillation
sequence and a thermally coupled distillation sequence with two
side columns were better than those of an uncoupled distillation
sequence. This result was corroborated using dynamic simula-
tions for different pairings in the control loops.29

The expectation that the dynamic properties of those coupled
systems may cause more operational problems than the con-
ventional sequences is one of the factors that has contributed
to their lack of industrial implementation. This conflict is
commonly observed in cases where the optimization of some
energy-efficient systems leads to tight designs, which in turn
are more difficult to control.
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In this work we developed a comparative study of the control
properties of seven thermally coupled distillation sequences
(previously proposed by Rong et al.14,15) for the separations of
five-component mixtures and those of conventional sequences
(Figures 1-7). It is important to mention that constant pressure
drops in columns were assumed.

2. Energy-Efficient Design

Strictly, the design of the thermally coupled distillation
sequences could be modeled through superstructures suitable

for optimization procedures with mathematical programming
techniques. However, the task is complicated and is likely to
fail to achieve convergence. In this case, to overcome the
complexity of the simultaneous solution of the tray arrangement
and energy consumption within a formal optimization algorithm,
we decoupled the design problem in two stages: (1) tray
configuration; (2) energy-efficient design (optimal energy
consumption).

The first stage of our approach begins with the development
of preliminary designs for the complex systems from the design
aspects of conventional distillation columns (see Figures 1-7).

Figure 1. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-1) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.

Figure 2. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-2) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.
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In the conventional sequences, each column performs its
respective split (i.e., the separation of the light and heavy key
components) with a recovery of 98%. Using the well-known
shortcut methods of Fenske-Underwood and Gilliland, the tray
structure of conventional distillations schemes was obtained.
The number of the trays was obtained using a reflux ratio of
1.33 times the minimum value for each separation.

The conventional distillation sequences (Figures 1-7) show
eight different tray sections. These sections are used as a basis
for the arrangement of the tray structure of the coupled schemes
through a section analogy procedure. For instance, in the main
column of the integrated sequence of Figure 1, the total number
of trays is obtained by conceptually moving stripper sections
from the second to fourth columns of the conventional sequence

to the bottom of the first column. The reboiler of the first column
is replaced by a vapor-liquid interconnection with a side
rectifier. The number of trays in the side rectifiers of the
complex scheme is equal to the number of trays in the rectifier
zone in the second, third, and fourth columns (in the conven-
tional arrangement), respectively. Two more vapor-liquid
interconnections are used to get the coupling scheme. A similar
procedure is applied to obtain the other thermally coupled
schemes. The complete design and optimization procedures are
reported in detail in the work by Calzon-McConville et al.30

After the tray arrangements for the integrated designs have
been obtained, an optimization procedure is used to minimize
the heat duty supplied to the reboilers of each coupled scheme,
taking into account constraints imposed by the required purity

Figure 3. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-3) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.

Figure 4. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-4) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.
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of the five product streams. Although the number of trays is
not formally optimized, a parametric analysis can be carried
out to test different tray arrangements by changing the recoveries
of the key components. Depending on the recovery of the key
components, the number of trays changes. Because the resulting
sections serve as a basis for the tray arrangements of the
complex scheme, such a procedure allows for the comparison
of different designs to detect the design with superior perfor-
mance in terms of energy consumption. In practice, the
procedure is limited by the number of tray arrangements that
the designer decides to consider.

Then, the degrees of freedom that remain, after design
specifications and tray arrangement are used to obtain the
operating conditions, are used to get the integrated designs that
provide minimum energy consumption. Three or two degrees
of freedom (see Figures 1-7) remain for each integrated
sequence. They are the interconnecting flows (vapor or liquid,

depending on the scheme). The search procedure provides the
optimal values of the interconnecting flow to minimize the
energy consumption for the separation. The design is successful
if it meets the product specifications.

3. Theoretical Control Properties

Open-loop dynamic responses to step changes around the
assumed operating point (which corresponds to that with
minimum energy consumption for each configuration) were
obtained. The responses were obtained through the use of Aspen
Dynamics 11.1. Transfer function matrices (G) were then
collected for each case, and they were subjected to singular value
decomposition (SVD):

where Σ ) diag(σ1,...,σn) and σi ) singular value ofG )

Figure 5. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-5) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.

Figure 6. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-6) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.

G ) VΣWH (1)
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λi
1/2(GGH), V ) (V1,V2,...) matrix of left singular vectors, and

W ) (w1,w2,...) matrix of right singular vectors. Two parameters
of interest are the minimum singular value,σ*, and the ratio of
maximum to minimum singular values, or condition number:

The minimum singular value is a measure of the invertibility
of the system and represents a measure of the potential problems
of the system under feedback control. The condition number
reflects the sensitivity of the system under uncertainties in
process parameters and modeling errors. These parameters
provide a qualitative assessment of the theoretical control
properties of the alternative designs. The systems with higher
minimum singular values and lower condition numbers are
expected to show the best dynamic performance under feedback
control. A full SVD analysis should cover a sufficiently
complete range of frequencies. For this initial analysis of the
coupled schemes to the conventional configurations, we simply
estimated the SVD properties for each separation system at zero
frequency. Such analysis should give some preliminary indica-
tion of the control properties of each system around the nominal
operating point. To support the theoretical control properties,
dynamic simulations under closed-loop fashion were conducted.

4. Case Study

The analysis presented in this work is based on the separation
problem of two different five-component mixtures with molar
compositions (A, B, C, D, E) equal to 0.35, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10,
and 0.35 for F1 and 0.125, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.125 for F2,
to examine the effect of the content of the intermediate
components, and product purities of 98, 94, 94, 94, and 97%,
respectively. The two mixtures considered weren-butane,
n-pentane,n-hexane,n-heptane, andn-octane (mixture 1), and
n-butane, isopentane,n-pentane, n-hexane, andn-heptane
(mixture 2). A feed flow rate of 45.5 kmol/h as saturated liquid
was taken. The design pressure for each sequence was chosen
such that all condensers could be operated with cooling water.
To ensure a proper driving force for vapor flow in the columns,

a total pressure drop of 10 psi was considered in each distillation
column. The pressure drop for a single tray is given based on
the heuristics of Kister.31 Since the feed involves a hydrocarbon
mixture, the Chao-Seader correlation was used for the predic-
tion of thermodynamic properties. The tray arrangements and
some parameters for TCDS-1 after an optimization task for
mixture 1 (F1) is given in Table 1. It is important to establish
that studying a five-component mixture of hydrocarbons is a
suitable example, given the applications of hydrocarbon mixtures
in the petrochemical industry.32 As far as energy consumption
is concerned, the optimized steady-state design provides energy
savings of∼35% with respect to the best energy-efficient
sequence based on conventional distillation columns. During
the search for the optimum energy consumption, five design
specifications for product purities (A, B, C, D, E) were set in
order to avoid deviations in the required purities.

5. Results

The theoretical control properties of conventional and ther-
mally coupled distillation sequences were obtained. The SVD
technique requires transfer function matrices, which are gener-
ated by implementing step changes in the manipulated variables
of the optimum design of the distillation sequences (base
designs) and registering the dynamic responses of the five
products. In this stage, the interconnecting flows were assumed

Figure 7. Thermally coupled sequence (TCDS-7) and the conventional arrangement where it is obtained.

γ* ) σ*/σ* (2)

Table 1. Sequence Design for the TCDS-1, Mixture 1 (F1)

column parameters

main column stages) 41
feed stage) 9
reflux ratio) 1.72
FV1 ) 16.83 kmol/h
FV2 ) 20 kmol/h
FV3 ) 22.75 kmol/h
pressure) 4.5 atm

side rectifier 1
(where component B is purified)

stages) 10
distillate flow rate) 4.6 kmol/h

side rectifier 2
(where component C is purified)

stages) 11
distillate flow rate) 4.45 kmol/h

side rectifier 3
(where component D is purified)

stages) 11
distillate flow rate) 4.54 kmol/h
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to be constant. In fact, during the operation manipulation of
the flows is difficult, but it is important to say that, in industrial
practice, the thermally coupled distillation schemes are imple-
mented by using a single shell and dividing walls. Also, some
new designs are emerging, for instance, designs that consider
moving dividing walls. Open-loop and closed-loop dynamic
simulations were carried out in Aspen Dynamic 11.1 in order
to obtain the transfer function matrix.

5.1. Sequences with Three Thermal Couplings.Tables 2
and 3 give the results for the SVD test for each sequence.

TCDS-1 has values of minimum singular value and condition
number similar to those of a conventional sequence (CS-1),
which implies that the coupled arrangement has similar control
properties (lower control efforts under feedback operation and
better conditioned to the effect of disturbances) compared to
the conventional design. TCDS-2, TCDS-3, and TCDS-4 present
higher values of the minimum singular value (Table 2 and 3);
therefore, it can be expected that these coupled systems exhibit
better control properties than the conventional sequences under
feedback control. The results for the condition number show
that the complex sequences offer the best values (Tables 2 and
3). As a result, it can be expected that thermally coupled
distillation systems are better conditioned to the effect of
disturbances than the conventional arrangements.

One detail is worth highlighting: TCDS-1 and TCDS-5 are
thermodynamically equivalent schemes. A simple column has
two sectionssthe rectifying and stripping sections. Based on
the function of each of the column sections in a complex
distillation schemes (i.e., either rectifying sections or stripping
sections), a complex scheme can be converted into a sequence
in which each unit has only one rectifying column section and
one stripping column section. Then the connections of the units
are determined according to the interconnections of their
streams. Thus, for the TCDS-1 scheme, TCDS-5 could be
obtained. That converted sequence is a thermodynamically
equivalent scheme of the corresponding TCDS-1.5 The results
(Tables 2 and 3) show that TCDS-5 has the worst control
properties in comparison with TCDS-1 to TCDS-4. In this case
the conventional scheme (CS-5) has better values in the
minimum singular value and condition number. This result is
important because two thermodynamically equivalent schemes
have different dynamic properties. In other words, the structure
has a different effect on dynamic performance for a specific
separation.

5.2. Sequences with Two Thermal Couplings.For the case
of structures with reduction in the number of thermal couplings,
the results are presented in Table 4. In both cases analyzed the
complex schemes show higher values of the minimum singular
value and offer the best values in the condition number.
Therefore, it can be expected that these coupled systems exhibit
better control properties than the conventional sequences under

Table 2. Minimum Singular Values and Condition Numbers for
Sequences with Three Recycles in Mixture 1

feed sequence σ* γ*

F1 CDS-1 0.0219 562.85
TCDS-1 0.0218 564.29
CIS-2 0.0012 14106
TCDS-2 0.2026 33.37
CS-3 0.0005 33318
TCDS-3 0.0418 576.8
CS-4 0.0064 59934
TCDS-4 0.0071 56650
CS-5 0.0350 562.85
TCDS-5 0.0001 14000

F2 CDS-1 0.0401 490.01
TCDS-1 0.0405 488.7
CIS-2 0.0176 109.43
TCDS-2 0.0560 13.99
CS-3 0.0008 10007
TCDS-3 0.0988 689.9
CS-4 0.0111 40098
TCDS-4 0.0998 4765.6
CS-5 0.0500 129.05
TCDS-5 0.0009 9000.8

Table 3. Minimum Singular Values and Condition Numbers for
Sequences with Three Recycles in Mixture 2

feed sequence σ* γ*

F1 CDS-1 0.0906 600.9
TCDS-1 0.0900 605.8
CIS-2 0.0456 308.9
TCDS-2 0.0908 35.05
CS-3 0.0007 9005
TCDS-3 0.0605 977.2
CS-4 0.0028 43982
TCDS-4 0.0109 1008.6
CS-5 0.0621 908.5
TCDS-5 0.0003 7406.21

F2 CDS-1 0.0821 375.9
TCDS-1 0.0829 369.4
CIS-2 0.0198 469.3
TCDS-2 0.0576 90.5
CS-3 0.0004 7005
TCDS-3 0.0129 884.9
CS-4 0.0060 28065
TCDS-4 0.0281 2974.6
CS-5 0.0807 1004.9
TCDS-5 0.0004 12754.9

Table 4. Minimum Singular Values and Condition Numbers for
Sequences with Two Recycles in Mixture 1

feed sequence σ* γ*

F1 CS-6 0.00220 13588
TCDS-6 0.00500 2630.14
CS-7 0.0005 33318
TCDS-7 0.00009 1973.8

F2 CS-6 0.00010 21349
TCDS-6 0.00024 9264.46
CS-7 0.0008 10007
TCDS-7 0.00079 3884.01

Figure 8. Dynamic responses of component A for a positive set point change (feed composition F1 for the distillation sequences of Figure 2).
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feedback control, and it can be expected that these systems are
better conditioned to the effect of disturbances than the
conventional arrangements.

Some remarks on thermally coupled structures with two
recycles can be made. Some authors11,33 have claimed that the
reduction of interconnection flows in complex arrangements
might provide better operating properties. For example, TCDS-7

and TCDS-3 are produced from the same conventional sequence,
but one structure has two recycles and the other has three
recycles. The scheme with more recycles shows better dynamic
properties. In other words, the topology of the scheme has a
different effect on the control properties for a specific separation.
When we do a general comparison of control properties of the
seven coupled schemes (Tables 2-4), the thermally coupled

Figure 9. Dynamic responses of component B for a positive set point change (feed composition F1 for the distillation sequences of Figure 2).

Figure 10. Dynamic responses of component C for a positive set point change (feed composition F1 for the distillation sequences of Figure 2).

Figure 11. Dynamic responses of component D for a positive set point change (feed composition F1 for the distillation sequences of Figure 2).

Figure 12. Dynamic responses of component E for a positive set point change (feed composition F1 for the distillation sequences of Figure 2).
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schemes with two recycles (TCDS-6 and TCDS-7) show worse
values (minimum singular value and condition number) than
the thermally coupled arrangements with three recycles (TCDS-1
to TCDS-4). This observation is interesting because the number
of the thermal links affects the control properties of coupled
systems. In this case, the control properties have been improved
with the presence of three recycles.

5.3. Dynamic Responses under Closed-Loop Operation.
In the second part of the study, dynamic responses under the
action of proportional integral (PI) controllers were obtained
for changes in the set points. According to previous studies in
thermally coupled distillation sequences,23,29TCDS options can
have good dynamic responses in comparison to those obtained
in conventional distillation sequences considering heuristic
pairings in the control loops, i.e., distillation composition-reflux
rate, bottoms composition-reboiler heat duty, and side stream
purity-side product flow rate. Also, they reported that some
control-loop pairings obtained by using the relative gain array
provided some minor improvements in the dynamic re-
sponses.

The relative gain arrays were obtained for the distillation
sequences under study, and many control-loop pairings were
obtained. For instance, for the distillation sequence shown in
Figure 2b, the relative gain array for the feed composition F2
is indicated in matrix 3.

There are five controlled variables (compositions A, B, C, D,
and E) and five manipulated variables (one reflux rate and four
heat duties supplied to the reboilers). In the first row, we can
see that composition A should be controlled by manipulating
the reflux rate of the main column; the second row of the relative
gain array suggests that a good pairing is composition B and
the heat duty supplied to the reboiler of the first side stripper;
in the third row the pairing obtained is not allowed since the
reflux ratio of the first columns has been tied to the distillate
composition, as a result, the control loop for composition C
should be made by manipulating the heat duty required in the
second side stripper; the fourth row indicates a pairing between
the composition D and the heat duty of the third side stripper;
finally, the last row indicates that the bottoms composition of
the main column should be controlled by manipulating the heat
duty of the reboiler of the main column. It is important to note
that the relative gain array of matrix 3 shows diagonal control-
loop pairings.

In the case of feed composition F1 for the same distillation
sequence, the relative gain array of matrix 4 indicates control-
loop pairings very different from those obtained through the
use of the heuristic rules used in the control of distillation
columns.

Also, large relative gains are presented that indicate strong
interactions. For example, in matrix 4, the first row establishes
a pairing between the composition of the distillate A and the
heat duty supplied to the reboiler of the main column. If we
study the second row of matrix 4, the control of the composition
of the second side stripper should be by manipulating the reflux
rate of the main column. This of course indicates nonconven-
tional pairings in the control loops. As a result, we tested the
conventional pairings and others suggested by the relative gain
array. This, of course, is a very tedious study that can be avoided
by using the singular value decomposition. As a result, the
dynamic responses of the distillation sequences are representa-
tive and can be used to support the theoretical control properties
obtained by using the singular value decomposition technique.

Many studies can be obtained for the distillation sequences
under the action of PI controllers; as a result, an illustrative
example is described for a positive set point change in the
product compositions. The PI controllers were tuned by
minimizing the integral absolute of error (IAE). For the
distillation sequences of Figure 2, the dynamic responses are
depicted in Figures 8-12. For the case of component A, Figure
8 shows good dynamic responses for both distillation se-
quences: they reach the new steady state at the same time, but
the oscillations in the integrated distillation sequence are slightly
bigger than those in the conventional distillation sequence. The
integrated distillation sequence gives an IAE value of 9.5736
× 10-5, which is lower than that of the conventional distillation
sequence (IAE) 1.00042× 10-4). As a result, the integrated
distillation sequence presents a better dynamic response.

When a positive set point change in component B is
implemented in both distillation sequences, the dynamic re-
sponse of the conventional distillation sequence reaches the new
steady state faster, but it presents more oscillations. Both
distillation sequences present similar IAE values (TCDS-2)
1.72× 10-4 and CIS-2) 1.69× 10-4).

For component C, the dynamic response of the integrated
distillation sequence presents more oscillations; however, both
compositions are met at a similar time. Now, the integrated
distillation sequence presents a higher IAE value (TCDS-2)
8.7138× 10-5 and CIS-2) 6.9842× 10-5).

Figures 11 and 12 present similar behavior for compositions
D and E of the heat integrated distillation sequences: the new
compositions are obtained in a very short time in contrast to
that exhibited in the conventional distillation sequence. Also,
the IAE values are very similar.

In general, the dynamic responses of TCDS options can be
as good as those obtained in the conventional distillation
sequences.

6. Conclusions

Controllability properties of seven thermally coupled distil-
lation sequences for the separation of five-component mixtures
(five thermally coupled schemes with three recycles and two
thermally coupled schemes with two recycles), an issue of major
importance, have been shown to be similar to those of the
conventional sequences (the integrated sequences present similar
or better minimum singular values and condition numbers in
comparison to those obtained in the conventional distillation
sequences for both mixtures analyzed). Also, in some cases the
thermally coupled distillation sequences outperformed the
dynamic responses of the conventional distillation sequences
in closed-loop fashion. The results show that the structure has
a different effect on dynamic performance for a specific
separation in the case of thermodynamically equivalent schemes.

ΛF2 ) [ 0.7978 -0.0031 0.0143 0.0434 0.0415
-0.0011 0.7259-0.0725 -0.0044 0.0007

0.3273 -0.0387 0.1827-0.1944 -0.0652
1.7198 0.0078-0.6594 3.6476-0.4217

-2.1376 -0.0246 1.1562 0.9552 1.2863
]

(3)

ΛF1 )

[-29.438 -0.0072 -0.7463 2.0432 29.1466
12.6630 0.3539 0.3205-0.8611 -11.4763
18.9472 0.7092 0.4991-1.3127 -17.8430

-1.8230 -0.0689 1.0680 0.3271 1.4966
0.6513 0.0131-0.1433 0.8032 -0.3241

]
(4)
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These results are significant because they let us establish that
coupled schemes not only require energy demands lower than
the conventional distillation sequences but also present theoreti-
cal control properties similar to those of the conventional
distillation sequences used in the preliminary design of the
thermally coupled distillation sequences. It is apparent that the
presence of recycle streams, instead of deteriorating the dynamic
behavior of separation sequences, may contribute positively to
their dynamic properties.
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